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Abstract
Using the tools of the Markov Decision Processes, we justify the dynamic programming
approach to the optimal impulse control of deterministic dynamical systems. We prove the
equivalence of the integral and dierential forms of the optimality equation. The theory is
illustrated by an example from mathematical epidemiology. The developed methods can be
also useful for the study of piecewise deterministic Markov processes.
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1 Introduction
Impulse control of various dynamical systems attracts attention of many researchers: [1, 2, 5, 7, 8,
9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23], to mention the most relevant and the most recent works. The
underlying system can be described in terms of ordinary [1, 2, 5, 12, 16, 18, 19] or stochastic [17]
dierential equations; that was an abstract Markov process in [20]. In [7, 8, 9, 11, 22, 23], along with
the given deterministic drift, there are spontaneous (or natural) Markov jumps of the state. Such
models are called Piecewise Deterministic Markov Processes (PDMP); the drift is usually described
by a xed ow. On the other hand, if there is no drift and the trajectories are piecewise constant,
the model is called Continuous-Time Markov Decision Process (MDP) [11]. By the gradual control
we mean that only the local characteristics of the underlying process are under control. In case of
PDMP, it means that the deterministic drift and the rate of the spontaneous/natural jumps, as
well as the post-jump distribution are under control. But the impulse control means the following:
at particular discrete time moments, the decision maker decides to intervene by instantaneously
moving the process to some new point in the state space; that new point may be also random. Then,
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restarting at this new point, the process runs until the next intervention and so on. Sometimes, such
control is called `singular control' [17]. The goal is to minimize the total (expected) accumulated
cost which may be discounted [2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 17, 20, 22, 23] or not [1, 2, 5, 12, 16, 19, 23].
The case of long-run average cost was also studied in e.g. [23].
The most popular method of attack to such problems is Dynamic Programming [2, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 17, 20, 22, 23]. In [12, 16, 19], versions of the Pontryagin Maximum Principle is used. In [5],
the impulse control is rstly reformulated as the linear program on measures: impulses correspond
to the singular, Dirac components. After that, the numerical approximate scheme is developed in
the form of Linear Matrix Inequalities.
Impulse control theory is widely applied to dierent real-life problems: epidemiology [1, 18],
Internet congestion control [2], reliability [9], economic and nance [12, 17, 22], moving objects
[12], medicine [16], genetics and ecology [19] etc.
The distinguishing features of the current work are as follows.
 We consider the purely deterministic positive model with the total cost. As is known and
explained in the text, the discounted model is a special case, as well as the absorbing model.
 The imposed conditions partially overlap with those introduced in other articles. Generally
speaking, our conditions are weaker than the assumptions introduced in the cited literature.
 For the model under study, we demonstrate the new method to obtain the optimality equa-
tion in the integral form and to develop the corresponding successive approximations. This
method is based on the well known tools for Discrete-Time MDP.
 Under mild conditions, we prove the equivalence of the optimality (Bellman) equation in
the integral and dierential form. The analytical proof is new. Moreover, as mentioned in
Conclusion, this proof remains valid also for the more general case of PDMP. Note also that
the dierential form is slightly dierent from what appeared in other works.
 We present the solution to the optimal impulse control of an epidemic model, which is of its
own interest.
The paper is organized in the following way. After describing the problem statement, we
demonstrate the MDP approach and provide the integral optimality equation in Section 3. In
Section 4, we prove the equivalence of the integral and dierential forms of the optimality equation.
The impulse control of SIR epidemic is developed in Section 5. In Conclusion, we briey describe
the ways for generalizing our results to PDMP.
The following notations are frequently used throughout this paper. N = f1; 2; : : :g is the
set of natural numbers; x() is the Dirac measure concentrated at x, we call such distributions
degenerate; Ifg is the indicator function. B(E) is the Borel -algebra of the Borel space E, P(E)
is the Borel space of probability measures on E. (It is always clear which -algebra is xed in E.)
The Borel -algebra B(P(E)) comes from the weak convergence of measures, after we x a proper
topology in E. R+
4
= (0;+1), R0+ 4= [0;+1), R0+ 4= [0;+1]; in R+ and R0+, we consider the
Borel -algebra, and Leb is the Lebesgue measure. The abbreviation w:r:t: (resp. a:s:) stands for
\with respect to" (resp. \almost surely"); for b 2 [ 1;+1], b+ 4= maxfb; 0g and b  4= minfb; 0g.
inf ; 4= +1. Measures introduced in the current article can take innite values. If b = 1 then
the integrals
Z
(a;b]
f(u)du are taken over the open interval (a;1).
2 Problem Statement
We will deal with a control model dened through the following elements.
 X is the state space, a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space with metric X and
the Borel -algebra.
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 ( ; ) : XR0+ ! X is the ow possessing the semigroup property (x; t+s) = ((x; s); t)
for all x 2 X and (t; s) 2 (R0+)2; (x; 0) = x for all x 2 X. Between the impulses, the state
changes according to the ow.
 A is the action space, again a Borel subset of a complete separable metric space with metric
A and the Borel -algebra.
 l( ; ) : X  A ! X is the mapping describing the new state after the corresponding
action/impulse is applied.
 Cg() : X! R is the (gradual) cost rate.
 CI( ; ) : X  A ! R is the cost associated with the actions/impulses applied in the
corresponding states.
All the mappings (); l(); Cg() and CI() are assumed to be measurable.
LetX = X[fg, where  is an isolated articial point describing the case that the controlled
process is over and no future costs will appear. The dynamics (trajectory) of the system can be
represented as one of the following sequences
x0 ! (1; a1)! x1 ! (2; a2)! : : : ; i < +1 for all i 2 N;
or (1)
x0 ! (1; a1)! : : :! xn ! (+1; an+1)! ! (n+2; an+2)! ! : : : ;
where x0 2 X is the initial state of the controlled process and i < +1 for all i = 1; 2; : : : ; n. For
the state xi 1 2 X, i 2 N, the pair (i; ai) 2 R0+ A is the control at the step i: after i time
units, the impulsive action ai will be applied leading to the new state
xi =

l((xi 1; i); ai); if i < +1;
; if i = +1: (2)
The state  will appear forever, after it appeared for the rst time, i.e., it is absorbing.
After each impulsive action, if 1; 2; : : : ; i 1 < +1, the decision maker has in hand complete
information about the history, that is, the sequence
x0; (1; a1); x1; : : : ; (i 1; ai 1); xi 1:
The next control (i; ai) is based on this information and we allow the pair (i; ai) to be randomized.
The cost on the coming interval of the length i equalsZ
(0;i]
Cg((xi 1; u))du+ Ifi < +1gCI((xi 1; i); ai); (3)
the last term being absent if i = +1. If the cost functions Cg() and CI() can take positive
and negative values, then one can calculate separately the expressions in (3) for the positive and
negative parts of the costs and accept the convention +1 1 4= +1. The next state xi is given
by formula (2).
In the space of all the trajectories (1)

 =
1[
n=1
[X ((R0+ A)X)n  (f+1gA) fg  ((R0+ A) fg)1][
[X ((R0+ A)X)1];
we x the natural -algebra F . Finite sequences
hi = (x0; (1; a1); x1; (2; a2); : : : ; xi)
will be called (nite) histories; i = 0; 1; 2; : : :, and the space of all such histories will be denoted as
Hi. Capital letters Xi; Ti;i; Ai and Hi denote the corresponding functions of ! 2 
, i.e., random
elements.
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Denition 1. A control strategy  = fig1i=1 is a sequence of stochastic kernels i on R0+ A
given Hi 1. A control strategy is called stationary deterministic and denoted as ('; 'a), if, for all
i = 1; 2; : : :, i(ddajhi 1) = '(xi 1)(d)'a(xi 1)(da), where ' : X ! R0+ and 'a : X ! A
are measurable mappings.
If the initial state x0 2 X and a strategy  are xed, then there is a unique probability measure
Px0() on 
 satisfying the following conditions:
Px0(X0 2  X) = x0( X) for  X 2 B(X);
for all i 2 N,   2 B(R0+ A),  X 2 B(X),
Px0((i; Ai) 2  jHi 1) = i( jHi 1);
Px0(Xi 2  X jHi 1; (i; Ai)) =

l((Xi 1;i);Ai)( X); if Xi 1 2 X; i < +1;
( X) otherwise
For details, see the Ionescu Tulcea Theorem [4, Prop.7.28]. The mathematical expectation w.r.t.
Px0 is denoted as E

x0 .
The optimal control problem under study looks as follows.
Minimize w.r.t. 
V(x0; ) = Ex0
" 1X
i=1
IfXi 1 6= g
(Z
(0;i]
Cg((Xi 1; u))du (4)
+Ifi < +1g CI((Xi 1;i); Ai)
)#
:
Denition 2. A control strategy  is called uniformly optimal if, for all x 2 X, V(x; ) =
V(x) 4= inf V(x; ).
3 MDP Approach
In this section, we establish the optimality results for problem (4) by referring to the known ones
for its induced total undiscounted Markov Decision Process (MDP).
The MDP under study is given by the state and action spaces X and R0+  A, transition
kernel
Q(dyjx; (; a)) 4=

l((x;);a)(dy); if x 6= ;  6= +1;
(dy) otherwise;
and cost
~C(x; (; a))
4
= Ifx 6= g
(Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1gCI((x; ); a)
)
:
Clearly, actions of the form (+1; a) can be treated as stopping the control process with the terminal
cost
Z
(0;+1)
Cg((x; u))du. In this framework, we denote as "stop" the strategy which immediately
chooses 1 = +1: V(x0; "stop") =
R
(0;+1) C
g((x; u))du. The articial state  means that MDP
is stopped without any future cost. If, for all x 2 X, inf V(x; ) < +1, then the optimal control
problem (4) is not degenerate. This assumption holds if
Z
(0;1)
Cg((x; u))du < +1 or, e.g., in
the following cases.
 Absorbing case: there is a specic measurable "cemetery" subset Y  X such that for all
y 2 Y Cg(y)  0, for all u 2 R0+ (y; u) 2 Y and, for each x 2 X nY,
{ either infu2R0+fu : (x; u) 2 Yg
4
= t(x) < +1, the function t(x) is measurable, and
4
Z
(0;t(x)]
Cg((x; u))du < +1,
{ or there is an action a^ 2 A such that l(x; a^) 2 Y.
 Discounted case: the state space X has the form X = YR0+, where Y is a Borel subset of
a complete separable metric space, the component s0 of the initial state x0 = (y0; s0) is zero,
the ow () satises ((y; s); t) = (Y(y; t); s+ t), where Y() is a ow in Y, and
Cg((y; s)) = e sCgY(y);
CI((y; s); a) = e sCIY(y; a);
l((y; s); a) = (lY(y; a); s):
Here the functions and mapping CgY(), CIY() and lY() are for the component y 2 Y
only, and, for all y 2 Y,
Z
(0;+1)
e uCgY(Y(y; u))du < +1.  > 0 is the discount factor,
component s of the state x = (y; s) plays the role of time, and in principle one can consider the
non-homogeneous model with the functions and mappings CgY(), CIY() and lY() depending
also on the component s.
 Generalized discounting: the model is as in the previous item, but
Cg((y; s)) = h(s)CgY(y); C
I((y; s); a) = h(s)CIY(y; a);
and the measurable function h() is such that 8y 2 Y
Z
(0;+1)
h(s)CgY(Y(y; u))du < +1.
Throughout this section, the following condition is satised.
Condition 1. Cg and CI are R0+-valued, that is, we consider the so called positive model with the
total expected cost.
This condition means that we deal with a positive model. In this case, the value function
V(x0) 4= inf V(x0; ) is the minimal R0+-valued lower semianalytic solution to the following
optimality (Bellman) equation:
V () = 0;
V (x) = inf
(;a)2R0+A

~C(x; (; a)) +
Z
X
V (y)Q(dyjx; (; a))

(5)
= inf
(;a)2R0+A
(Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g  CI((x; ); a) + V (l((x; ); a)))
8 x 2 X:
(See [4, Cor.9.4.1,Prop.9.8, and Prop.9.10].)
Recall that our model is the special case of PDMP when the spontaneous (natural) jumps
intensity  equals zero. In case of discounted cost, corresponding versions of equation (5) appeared
in the works [7, 8, 9, 11, 22] on PDMP.
Note that the case of a simultaneous sequence of impulses, when i = i+1 = : : : = 0, is
not excluded. In such cases, the total cost (4) is calculated over a nite time horizon, up to the
accumulation of impulses.
Section 4 is devoted to the study of equation (5), without requiring that Condition 1 is satised.
In the framework of stopping MDP, the decision to stop (here that means  = +1, and all the
actions of the form (+1; a) can be merged to one point) is usually considered as an isolated point
of the action space R0+ A. But in this case the remainder (real) action space R0+ A would be
not compact. To avoid this inconvenience, we accept the following conditions.
Condition 2. (a) The space A is compact, and +1 is the one-point compactication of the
positive real line R0+, so that the action space R0+ A in the MDP is compact.
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(b) The mapping (x; a) 2 XA! l(x; a) is continuous.
(c) The mapping (x; ) 2 X R0+ ! (x; ) is continuous.
(d) The function (x; a) 2 XA! CI(x; a) is lower semicontinuous.
(e) The function x 2 X! Cg(x) is lower semicontinuous.
Still under these conditions, the model is not semicontinuous because, if x 6= , n 2 R0+ and
n ! +1 then the transition probabilities Q(dyjx; (n; a)) do not converge to (dy). Neverthe-
less, the usual dynamic programming approach is fruitful.
Theorem 1. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are satised. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) The minimal R0+-valued solution V (x) to equation (5) is lower semicontinuous, unique, and
can be constructed by successive approximations starting from V0(x)  0, x 2 X:
Vn+1() = Vn();
Vn+1(x) = inf
(;a)2R0+A
(Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g  CI((x; ); a)
+Vn(l((x; ); a)))

8 x 2 X:
The sequence fVng1n=1 increases point-wise and V (x) = limn!1 Vn(x) = V(x).
(2) There exist measurable mappings ' : X! R0+ and 'a : X! A such that, for all x 2 X,
V(x) =
Z
(0;'(x)]
Cg((x; u))du (6)
+If'(x) < +1g
 
CI((x; '(x)); '

a(x)) + V(l((x; '(x)); 'a(x)))

:
(3) A stationary deterministic strategy ('; '

a) is uniformly optimal if and only if it satises
equality (6).
Proof. It is sucient to consider only x 2 X, as  is the isolated point of X. Suppose W ()
is a lower semicontinuous R0+-valued function on X and show that function on X R0+ AZ
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g  CI((x; ); a) +W (l((x; ); a)) (7)
is lower semicontinuous and R0+-valued.
Firstly, let us show that the non-negative function
Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du is lower semicontinuous
on X R0+. By a well known result of Baire, see e.g., [4, Lemma 7.14], there exists an increasing
sequence of bounded R0+-valued continuous functions, say fcm()g1m=1, on X such that cm(x) "
Cg(x) for each x 2 X: For every m = 1; 2; : : : ; function (x; ) 2 X R0+ !
R
(0;]
cm((x; u))e
  um du
is bounded continuous. By the monotone convergence theorem and using the result of Baire again,
we see that function
(x; ) 2 X R0+ !
Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du =
Z
(0;]
lim
m!1 cm((x; u))e
  um du
= lim
m!1
Z
(0;]
cm((x; u))e
  um du
is lower semicontinuous.
Secondly, let us show that the non-negative function
F (x; ; a)
4
= If < +1g  CI((x; ); a) +W (l((x; ); a))
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is also lower semicontinuous on X  R0+ A. Suppose (xn; n; an) ! (x;  6= +1; a) as n ! 1.
Since the ow () and the mapping l() are continuous, we deduce that the sequences yn 4=
(xn; n) and ln
4
= l((xn; n); an) converge to y
4
= (x; ) and l
4
= l((x; ); a) correspondingly.
Therefore
lim
n!1
F (xn; n; an)  lim
n!1
CI(yn; an) + lim
n!1
W (ln; an)  CI(y; a) +W (l; a) = F (x; ; a)
because the both functions CI() andW () are lower semicontinuous. (See [4, Lemma 7.13]). In case
(xn; n; an)! (x;+1; a) as n!1, it is obvious that limn!1 F (xn; n; an)  0 = F (x;+1; a).
Therefore, function (7) is lower semicontinuous and obviously R0+-valued.
(1) Clearly, V1(x)  V0(x), so that the sequence fVng1n=1 increases point-wise and hence con-
verges to some R0+-valued function V (). The non-negative function V0() is lower semicontinuous
and, if Vn() is a non-negative lower semicontinuous function then so is function Vn+1() by Propo-
sition 7.32 [4]. Therefore, function V () is lower semicontinuous by the mentioned above Baire
result.
For every n = 0; 1; 2; : : :, function (7), with W () being replaced with Vn(), is lower semicon-
tinuous. Therefore, the set
Un(x; )
4
= f(; a) 2 R0+ A :
Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g(CI((x; ); a)
+Vn(l((x; ); a)))  g
is closed and hence compact for all x 2 X,  2 R. (See Condition 2(a).) By Proposition 9.17 [4],
V (x) = V(x).
(2) The value function V() satises equation (5) and is lower semicontinuous. By Proposition
7.33 [4], there exists a measurable mapping ' : X! R0+ A which provides the inmum in (5)
for all x 2 X. Assertion (2) follows.
(3) This assertion follows directly from Proposition 9.12 [4].
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Corollary 1. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are satised and ('; '

a) is a uniformly optimal sta-
tionary deterministic strategy. Then the following assertions hold true.
(1) For every x 2 X with '(x) < +1, for y
4
= (x; '(x)), equality
inf
a2A
fCI(y; a) + V (l(y; a))g = CI(y; 'a(x)) + V (l(y; 'a(x))) = V (y)
is valid.
(2) For every x 2 X with '(x) > 0, for each t 2 [0; '(x)), for y
4
= (x; t), equality
V (y) =
Z
(0;'(x) t]
Cg((y; u))du+ If'(x) < +1g[CI((y; '(x)  t); 'a(x))
+V (l((y; '(x)  t); 'a(x)))] (8)
is valid and hence
V (x) =
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u))du+ V ((x; t)): (9)
Proof. (1) The left equality is obvious.
The case when V (y) is bigger than the expression of the left is excluded. (Consider  = 0 for
y in (5).) If V (y) is smaller then, the pair
( ~'(x)
4
= '(x) + '

(y); '

a(y))
7
gives rise to the expressionZ
(0;'(x)]
Cg((x; u))du+
Z
('(x); ~'(x)]
Cg((x; u))du
+If ~'(x) < +1g[CI((x; ~'(x)); 'a(y)) + V (l((x; ~'(x)); 'a(y)))]
=
Z
(0;'(x)]
Cg((x; u))du+ V (y);
that is, ( ~'(x); '

a(y) = '

a((x; '

(x)))) provides the smaller value forZ
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g[CI((x; ); a) + V (l((x; ); a))] (10)
than the pair ('; '

a), which contradicts the denition of ('

; '

a).
(2) If '(x) < +1, then 'a(x) provides the inmum to
CI((y; '(x)  t); a) + V (l('(y; '(x)  t); a)) = CI((x; '(x)); a) + V (l('(x; '(x)); a)):
V (y) cannot be bigger than the expression on the left in (8). (Consider  = '(x)  t for y in (5).)
If V (y) is smaller then, like previously, the pair
( ~'(x) = t+ '

(y); '

a(y))
provides the smaller value for (10) than the pair ('; '

a), which contradicts the denition of
('; '

a).
Equality (9) follows from (8) because
V (x) =
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u))du+
Z
(0;'(x) t]
Cg((y; u))du
+If'(x) < +1g[CI((y; '(x)  t); 'a(x)) + V (l((y; '(x)  t); 'a(x)))]:
2
Remark 1. If Conditions 1 and 2 are satised then, for each x 2 X, in case the pair (^ <
+1; 'a(x)) provides the inmum in equation (5), equality
CI((x; ^); 'a(x)) + V (l((x; ^); '

a(x))) = V ((x; ^)) (11)
is valid. The proof coincides with the proof of Item (1) of Corollary 1.
Below, it will be assumed that the function V() is nite-valued. This requirement is obviously
satised for positive models if, for each x 2 X, there exists a control strategy  such that V(x; ) <
+1. The latter assumption follows from the following condition.
Condition 3. For all x 2 X the composite function Cg((x; t)) is Lebesgue integrable on R0+.
This means that the integral Z
(0;+1)
Cg((x; t)) dt
exists and is nite.
In what follows, we accept the following convention. We say that a function g : X! R satises
a certain property (is continuous, absolutely continuous, measurable, Lebesgue integrable, etc.)
along the ow , if for all x 2 X the composite function t 7! g((x; t)) from R0+ to R satises
this property. In view of this convention, Condition 3 asserts that the function Cg is Lebesgue
integrable along the ow.
The following proposition states that for each x 2 X the set of values  providing the inmum
in (5) is closed in R0+, and hence, contains its minimal value denoted as (x).
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Under Conditions 1 and 2, for the minimal non-negative solution V to equation (5), we introduce
the function G : X R0+ A! R0+ by
G(x; ; a)
4
=
Z
(0;]
Cg((x; u))du+ If < +1g CI((x; ); a) + V (l((x; ); a))
and the sets (x) by
(x)
4
=

 2 R0+ : inf
a2A
G(x; ; a) = V (x)

: (12)
For a xed x 2 X, the set (x) contains all time moments  such that the pair (; a^) provides the
inmum in (5). Here, for  2 (x)\R0+, a^ 2 A provides the inmum in (12); such a^ exist because
the function G is lower semicontinuous in a, if Conditions 1 and 2 are satised.
Proposition 1. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are satised. Then for all x 2 X the set (x) is
non-empty and closed in R0+, and therefore contains the value (x)
4
= inf (x), the mapping ()
being measurable.
The proofs of all propositions are postponed to the Appendix.
Recall that, under Conditions 1 and 2, there is a measurable mapping '^a : X  R0+ ! A
providing
inf
a2A

CI((x; ); a) + V (l((x; ); a))
	
: (13)
(See Proposition 7.33 of [4].) The mapping (x) = inf (x) from Proposition 1 is measurable, so
that the pair ('; '

a) with '

(x)
4
= (x) and 'a(x)
4
= '^a(x; 
(x)) satises Item (2) of Theorem
1.
Further, we will need the following two conditions strengthening Conditions 3 and 1 respectively.
Condition 4. There is K 2 R+ such that for all x 2 X,
Z
(0;+1)
jCg((x; u))jdu  K.
Condition 5. The function Cg is R0+-valued and CI   > 0.
Condition 5 guarantees that, for reasonable strategies , i is nite only a nite number of
times (Px0 -a.s.): otherwise V(x0; ) = +1.
Under Conditions 4 and 5, starting from any initial state x0 2 X, for the optimal strategy the
MDP must be stopped at a nite time moment
Tstop = minfi : i+1 = +1g
and, for any reasonable strategy ,
Ex0 [Tstop] 
K

:
otherwise, the total cost
V(x0; ) = Ex0
" 1X
i=0
~C(Xi; (i; Ai))
#
> K
is bigger than that coming from stopping the MDP immediately:
V(x0; "stop") =
Z
(0;+1)
Cg((x; u))du  K:
If we restrict ourselves to such control strategies, then we are in the framework of absorbing MDP
[15, x9.6], and the following proposition can be proved similarly to Theorem 9.6.10(c) [15].
Proposition 2. Suppose Conditions 2, 4 and 5 are satised. Then the Bellman equation (5) has
a unique bounded lower semicontinuous solution.
Remark 2. According to the proof of Proposition 2 (see Appendix), the Bellman equation (5) has
a unique bounded lower semicontinuous solution also in the case when Conditions 1 and 2 are
satised, the function V is bounded and, for all strategies , for all x0 2 X, limi!1Ex0 [V (Xi)] =
0, where V is a bounded lower semicontinuous function satisfying equation (5). In this case V = V.
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4 Dierential Form of the Optimality Equation
In this section, we establish the equivalence of the integral and dierential formulations of the
optimality equation using minimal assumptions about the system. We do not assume any structure
of the setsX andA and of the maps CI : XA! R and l : XA! X; we only require Condition
3 to be satised. Firstly, we justify the dierential form of the optimality equation for the general
model studied in Section 3. After that, we briey discuss the discounted model.
4.1 Total Cost Model
Denition 3. A point x is said to be a singular point of the ow , if it is not an intermediate
point of a trajectory, that is, the equation x = (~x; s) has no solutions for all ~x 2 X and s > 0.
Note that if the ow possesses the group property, i.e., (x; t+ s) = ((x; s); t) for all x 2 X and
(t; s) 2 R2, then there are no singular points.
Let V : X! R be a certain function. We denote
FV+ (x) 4= lim
t!0+
hV ((x; t))  V (x)
t
+
1
t
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du
i
;
provided that the limit in the right hand side exists.
Further, if x is a nonsingular point of the ow, we dene the number set
FV (x) 4=

limt!0+
hV (x)  V ((~x; s  t))
t
+
1
t
Z
( t;0]
Cg((~x; s+ u)) du
i
: (~x; s) 2 X R+; (~x; s) = x
)
 R [ f1g:
With some abuse of notation, if FV (x) is a singleton (e.g. if the ow possesses the group property),
then we identify it with its element. If, otherwise, x is a singular point, then we set FV (x) = ;.
Remark 3. If X0  X  Rd is a smooth open manifold, the ow is given by the dierential
equation _x = f(x), satisfying the standard conditions on the existence of a unique local solution
in X0 (for positive and negative t), for each initial condition from X0, and Cg(x) is continuous
along the ow in X0 and V (x) is continuously dierentiable along the ow in X0, then F (x) is a
singleton for all x 2 X0 and
FV+ (x) = FV (x) = Cg(x) +rV (x)  f(x):
Consider the optimality equation (5) on X, that is, the following integral equation:
V (x) = inf
2 R0+
nZ
(0;]
Cg((x; u)) du+If < +1g inf
a2A
fCI((x; ); a)+V (l((x; ); a))g
o
; x 2 X:
(14)
Everywhere further, we assume that the function V (x) is nite-valued. For example, under Con-
ditions 1, 2 and 3 the value function V(x) = V (x), studied in Section 3, is nite and satises the
equation (14) by Theorem 1.
Condition 6. For each x the former inmum in the right hand side of (14) is attained on a
nonempty set (x)  R0+, and (x) contains its inmum.
We emphasise that Condition 6 is satised under Conditions 1 and 2 if X is a Borel space: see
Proposition 1.
We also consider the so called Bellman equation in the dierential form:
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for all x 2 X,
either (a) FV+ (x) = 0
and inf
a2A

CI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))  V (x) > 0;
or (b) FV (x)  R0+
and inf
a2A

CI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))  V (x) = 0:
(15)
Remark 4. In the case (a) it is assumed that the right limit exists and equals 0. If it does not
exist then the case (b) should take place.
Recall that our model is the special case of PDMP when the spontaneous (natural) jumps
intensity  equals zero. In case of discounted cost, corresponding versions of equation (15) appeared
in the works [7, 9, 11, 22, 23] on PDMP, see also the paper [2] on the purely deterministic system.
In [23], the undiscounted case was also investigated. More about connection of the current work
with existing results at the end of Subsection 4.2. Here, we only emphasize that the dierential
form in the shape of inclusion FV (x)  R0+ did not appear in the cited literature. Remember,
FV (x) is a singleton in case the ow possesses the group property.
Dene the set
L 4= fx 2 X : inf
a2A

CI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))  V (x) = 0g: (16)
If V is a solution to equation (5), the set L can be understood as the set of the states, where
actions/impulses must be applied. Suppose Conditions 1 and 2 are satised and function V is the
minimal R0+-valued solution to equation (5). For each x 2 X, if ^ 2 (x) \ R0+ (see (12)), then ^
provides the inmum to infa2AG(x; ; a) and hence the pair (^; 'a(x)), where C
I((x; ^); 'a(x))+
V (l((x; ^); 'a(x))) = V ((x; ^)), provides the inmum in (5). According to Remark 1, (x; ^) 2 L,
that is, (x) \ R0+  ft 2 R0+ : (x; t) 2 Lg. Usually, this inclusion is strict, and (x) \ R0+ is a
singleton coinciding with the inmum of ft 2 R0+ : (x; t) 2 Lg.
We consider the following conditions on the function V (x) satisfying equation (15).
Condition 7. For all x the set ft 2 R0+ : (x; t) 2 Lg is either empty, or contains its inmum.
Condition 8. The function V (x) is right lower semicontinuous and left upper semicontinuous
along the ow. That is, rst, for all x we have
limt!0+V ((x; t))  V (x):
Second, for all x and all (~x; s) 2 X R+ such that (~x; s) = x we have
limt!0+V ((~x; s  t))  V (x):
(If x is singular, the inequality is satised by default.)
Condition 9. If, for some x 2 X and s > 0 and for all 0  t < s the states (x; t) are not in
L, then limt!s  V ((x; t)) = V ((x; s)). In other words, if the relative interior points of the ow
trajectory between x and (x; s) are not contained in L then V (x) is left continuous along the ow
at (x; s).
In the following theorem, we establish the equivalence of the integral and dierential forms of
the optimality equation. To the best of our knowledge, such an analytical proof never appeared in
the existing literature. Note that we do not assume that the ow possesses the group property.
Theorem 2. Suppose Condition 3 is satised. Let the function V : X! R be measurable along the
ow, and additionally, the integral
Z
(0;+1)
V ((x; t)) dt be nite for all x 2 X. Then the following
statements are equivalent.
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(1) V (x) satises equation (14) and Condition 6;
(2) V (x) satises equation (15) and Conditions 7-9.
Proof. Below, we use the notation
IV (x) 4= inf
a2A
fCI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))g:
1. Suppose that assertion (1) is valid and prove assertion (2).
Let x 2 X be xed. For any t > 0 we can write down
V (x)  inf
2[t;+1]
nZ
(0;]
Cg((x; u)) du+ If < +1gIV ((x; ))
o
: (17)
Changing the variables u  t = v;   t = s, using the semigroup property (x; v+ t) = ((x; t); v)
and denoting for brevity x0 = (x; t), we get
V (x) 
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du+ inf
s2R0+
nZ
(0;s]
Cg((x0; v)) dv
+Ifs < +1gIV ((x0; s))
o
;
(18)
and thus,
V (x) 
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du+ V ((x; t)): (19)
One can easily see that the integral in the right hand side goes to 0 as t ! 0+, and, taking the
lower limit of the both parts in this inequality, one obtains
V (x)  limt!0+V ((x; t)):
That is, V is right lower semicontinuous along the ow.
If x is not singular, let x = (~x; s) with s > 0. For all t 2 [0; s] we have
V ((~x; s  t))  inf
2[t;+1]
nZ
(0;]
Cg((~x; s  t+ u)) du+ If < +1gIV ((~x; s  t+ ))
o
:
Changing the variables u  t = v and    t =  , we get
V ((~x; s  t)) 
Z
( t;0]
Cg((~x; s+ v)) dv
+ inf
2R0+
nZ
(0; ]
Cg((~x; s+ v)) dv + If < +1gIV ((~x; s+ ))
o
:
Taking into account that (~x; s) = x and using (14) we obtain
V ((~x; s  t)) 
Z
( t;0]
Cg((~x; s+ v)) dv + V (x): (20)
Now taking the upper limit of the both parts in this relation and using that the integral in the
right hand side goes to 0 as t! 0+, one gets
limt!0+V ((~x; s  t))  V (x):
That is, V is left upper semicontinuous along the ow, which means that Condition 8 is satised.
Recall that (x) is the (nonempty) set of values  minimizing (14). Let (x) = inf (x). By
Condition 6 we have (x) 2 (x). Consider two cases: (x) > 0 and (x) = 0, and prove
equation (15).
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() (x) > 0.
Take a nite t 2 [0; (x)]. Then (14) remains valid if the inmum is taken over  2 [t; +1];
as a consequence, we have the equality instead of " " in relations (17) and (18). Moreover, the
inmum in (18) is attained at s 2 (x)  t. Hence
V (x) =
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du+ V ((x; t)) (21)
and ((x; t)) = (x)  t, and therefore,
((x; t)) = (x)  t: (22)
It follows from (21) that
V ((x; t))  V (x)
t
+
1
t
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du = 0;
and therefore,
FV+ (x) = 0:
Now using that the inmum in (14) is not attained at  = 0, we have V (x) < IV (x), and
therefore,
inf
a2A

CI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))  V (x) > 0:
Thus, relations (15a) are valid, and therefore x 62 L.
() (x) = 0.
If x is a singular point of the ow then the rst relation in (15b) is transformed into the valid
formula ;  R0+.
Suppose x is a nonsingular point, that is, x = (~x; s) with s > 0. Rewrite inequality (20) as
follows
V ((~x; s  t))  V (x)
t
 1
t
Z
( t;0]
Cg((~x; s+ v)) dv;
hence
limt!0+
hV (x)  V ((~x; s  t))
t
+
1
t
Z
( t;0]
Cg((~x; s+ v)) dv
i
 0:
It follows that
FV (x)  R0+:
Further, since 0 2 (x) and therefore the inmum in (14) is attained at  = 0, we have
V (x) = IV (x) = infa2AfCI(x; a) + V (l(x; a)). It follows that
inf
a2A

CI(x; a) + V (l(x; a))  V (x) = 0:
Thus, relations (15b) are valid, and therefore x 2 L.
Let us check Condition 9. Suppose s > 0 and (x; t) 62 L for all 0  t < s. This means
that ((x; t)) > 0, and using (22) we conclude that (x) > t for all t 2 [0; s); hence (x)  s.
Substituting s for t in formula (21) we obtain V (x) =
R
(0;s]
Cg((x; u)) du+V ((x; s)). Subtracting
(21) from this formula, one obtains
0 =
Z
(t;s]
Cg((x; u)) du+ V ((x; s))  V ((x; t));
and therefore,
V ((x; t)) =
Z
(t;s]
Cg((x; u)) du+ V ((x; s)):
It follows that limt!s  V ((x; t)) = V ((x; s)), and so, Condition 9 is satised.
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It remains to check Condition 7. From () and () we conclude that if (x) > 0 then x 62 L,
and if (x) = 0 then x 2 L. By formula (22), if 0  t < (x) then ((x; t)) = (x)   t > 0
and therefore (x; t) 62 L, and if t = (x) then ((x; t)) = 0 and so, (x; t) 2 L. It follows that
if (x) = +1 then the set
ft  R0+ : (x; t) 2 Lg
is empty, and if (x) < +1 then (x) is contained in this set and is its inmum. Thus, Condition
7 is satised.
2. Suppose that assertion (2) is valid and prove assertion (1). In the proof below we use the
following statements, which will be proved in Appendix.
Proposition 3. Let t 2 R0+. If h is dened on [0; t] \ R0+ and for all s 2 (0; t)
either h0 (s)
4
= lim
t!0+
h(s)  h(s  t)
t
 0 or h0+(s) 4= lim
t!0+
h(s+ t)  h(s)
t
 0;
and additionally, h is right lower semicontinuous on [0; t) and left upper semicontinuous on (0; t]\
R0+, then h is monotone nondecreasing.
Proposition 4. Let t 2 R0+. If h is dened on [0; t] \ R0+ and is left continuous on (0; t] \ R0+,
and h0+(s) = 0 for s 2 [0; t) then h is constant.
Fix arbitrary x 2 X and t 2 R0+ and dene the function h by
h(s) = V ((x; s)) 
Z
(s;t]
Cg((x; v)) dv   Ift < +1gIV ((x; t));
with s 2 [0; t] \ R0+.
First, we show that h is (monotone) nondecreasing. For s 2 [0; t), consider h(s+) h(s) under
 2 (0; t  s). This ratio equals
V ((x; s+ ))  V ((x; s))

+
1

Z
(s;s+ ]
Cg((x; v)) dv:
Denoting x0 = (x; s) and using the semigroup property of the ow and that the integral in the
right hand side goes to zero as  ! 0+, we get
h0+(s) = lim
!0+
nV ((x0; ))  V (x0)

+
1

Z
(0; ]
Cg((x0; u)) du
o
= FV+ ((x; s)); (23)
if h0+(s) and FV+ ((x; s)) exist. We emphasize that FV+ ((x; s)) and h0+(s) exist (or do not exist)
simultaneously.
In a similar way one calculates the lower left derivative of h and concludes that
h0 (s) 2 FV ((x; s)) (24)
for all s 2 (0; t] \ R and also for s = 0, provided x is not a singular point.
According to equation (15), for x 62 L the derivative FV+ (x) exists and equals zero, and for
x 2 L we have FV (x)  R0+: By (23) and (24) we conclude that if (x; s) 62 L then h0+(s) exists
and equals zero, and, if (x; s) 2 L then h0 (s)  0. Taking into account Condition 8, we conclude
that the function h is also right lower semicontinuous in [0; t) and left upper semicontinuous in
(0; t] \ R0+. Therefore h satises all conditions of Proposition 3 and hence is nondecreasing.
If t < +1, we have
h(t) = V ((x; t))  IV ((x; t)); (25)
and by virtue of (15), h(t)  0. Thus,
h(0) = V (x) 
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; v)) dv   IV ((x; t))  h(t)  0:
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If, otherwise, t = +1, we have for all s 2 R0+
h(0)  h(s) = V ((x; s)) 
Z
(s;+1)
Cg((x; v)) dv:
According to Condition 3, the integral in the right hand side of this relation is nite and goes
to 0 as s ! +1. The function s 7! V ((x; s)) has a nite Lebesgue integral on R0+. Therefore
h(s)  0 for all s 2 R0+ and in particular,
h(0) = V (x) 
Z
(0;+1)
Cg((x; u)) du  0:
This proves that
V (x)  inf
t2R0+
(Z
(0;t]\R
Cg((x; u)) du+ Ift < +1gIV ((x; t))
)
: (26)
Now for each x 2 X take the value
t(x) := infft 2 R0+ : (x; t) 2 Lg 2 R0+
and set t = t(x) in the denition of the function h. We intend to show that in this case h(s)  0.
For 0  s < t(x) we have (x; s) 62 L and therefore h0+(s) = 0. According to Condition
9, the function s 7! V ((x; s)), and therefore also the function h, are left continuous for nite
0 < s  t(x). Hence by Proposition 4 h is constant on [0; t(x)] \ R0+.
Let t(x) be nite. Condition 7 states that (x; t(x)) 2 L, and therefore,
h(t(x)) = V ((x; t(x)))  IV ((x; t(x))) = 0:
It follows that h(s) = 0 for all 0  s  t(x), and in particular,
h(0) = V (x) 
Z
(0;t(x)]
Cg((x; u)) du  IV ((x; t(x))) = 0:
If, otherwise, t(x) = +1, the constant function h(s) is the sum of a function that has a nite
Lebesgue integral on R0+ and a function going to 0 as s ! +1; therefore it is the null function,
and again,
h(0) = V (x) 
Z
(0;+1)
Cg((x; u)) du = 0:
This proves that
V (x) =
Z
(0;t(x)]
Cg((x; u)) du+ Ift(x) < +1gIV ((x; t(x)))
 inf
t2R0+
(Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du+ Ift < +1gIV ((x; t))
)
: (27)
As a consequence of (26) and (27) we obtain that equation (14) is true and t(x) 2 (x).
It remains to show that Condition 6 is satised. Set an arbitrary 0  t < t(x) in the denition
of h. Since (x; t) 62 L, by (25) and (15a) we have
h(t) = V ((x; t))  IV ((x; t)) < 0;
and taking into account that h is nondecreasing, we conclude that
h(0) = V (x) 
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du  IV ((x; t))  h(t) < 0:
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As a result we have
V (x) <
Z
(0;t]
Cg((x; u)) du+ IV ((x; t));
that is, t 62 (x) for 0  t < t(x). This implies that t(x) = inf (x), and so, Condition 6 is
satised. 2
Remark 5. Obviously, for all x 2 X, t 2 R+, V((x; t)) 
R
(t;+1) C
g((x; u))du. Therefore, if,
under Condition 1, the following stronger version of Condition 3:
8x 2 X
Z
(0;+1)
 Z
(t;+1)
Cg((x; u))du
!
dt < +1
is satised, then the integral
R
(0;+1) V((x; t))dt is nite, provided the function V : X ! R is
Lebesgue-measurable along the ow. By Theorem 1, under Conditions 1 and 2 the latter requirement
is satised and V = V is the minimal non-negative solution to equation (5).
4.2 Discounted Model
Note that for the validity of Theorem 2, only Condition 3 is needed. In the case of the discounted
model described in Section 3, it takes the following form.
The function CgY : Y ! R is measurable along the ow and the integralZ
(0;+1)
e tCgY(Y(y; t)) dt
is nite.
The key notations of FV+ (x) and FV (x) transform to
FV+ (y) 4= lim
t!0+
he tV (Y(y; t))  V (y)
t
+
1
t
Z
(0;t]
e uCgY(Y(y; u)) du
i
;
FV (y) 4=

limt!0+

V (y)  etV (Y(~y; s  t))
t
+
1
t
Z
( t;0]
e uCgY(Y(~y; s+ u)) du
i
:
(~y; s)  Y  R+; Y(~y; s) = y

:
If Y0 is a smooth open manifold, the ow is given by the dierential equation _y = f(y),
satisfying the standard conditions on the existence of a unique local solution in Y0 (for positive
and negative t) for each initial condition from Y0, and CgY(y) is continuous along the ow in Y
0
and V is continuously dierentiable along the ow in Y0 then FV (y) is a singleton for all y 2 Y0
and
FV+ (y) = FV (y) =  V (y) + CgY(y) +rV (y)  f(y):
The integral Bellman equation (14) takes the form
V (y) = inf
2R0+
nZ
(0;]
e uCgY(Y(y; u)) du+ If < +1g e IV (Y(y; ))
o
;
where IV is as before, IV (y) = inf
a2A
fCIY(y; a) + V (lY(y; a))g:
To be more precise, one had to denote the above Bellman function as VY. In the framework of the
extended state space X = Y  R0+, the Bellman function is V ((y; s)) = e sVY(y).
The Bellman equation in the dierential form (15) remains as it was with the obvious changes
x! y, CI(x; a)! CIY(y; a) etc.
Finally, Theorem 2 remains valid, provided that the integral
R
(0;+1) e
 tV (Y(y; t)) dt is nite.
The latter holds true if CgY(y)  K <1: Condition 3 is satised because Cg((y; s)) = e sCgY(y)
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and, according to Theorem 1, the minimal positive solution to equation (5) (i.e., to equation (14))
has the form V ((y; s)) = e sVY(y), where 0  VY(y)  K .
As was mentioned after Remark 4, our model is the special case of PDMP when  = 0. In this
connection, it is worth comparing equation FV+ (y) = 0, which comes to the stage only if the right
limit exists, and the corresponding dierential forms obtained in [7, 9, 11, 22, 23]. After adding
and subtracting e tV (y) in the formula for FV+ (y), we obtain
FV+ (y) =  V (y) + lim
t!0+
he tV (Y(y; t))  e tV (y) + R(0;t] e uCgY(Y(y; u)) du
t
i
:
After denoting
XV (y) 4= lim
t!0+
he tV (Y(y; t))  e tV (y) + R(0;t] e uCgY(Y(y; u)) du
t
i
  CgY(y);
equality FV+ (y) = 0 takes the form
XV (y)  V (y) + CgY(y) = 0;
which appears in [7, 9, 11, 22, 23] for the case X  Rd. Moreover, in the smooth case, if the
ow comes from the dierential equation _y = f(y), as was mentioned in Remark 3, XV (y) =
rV (y)  f(y). (See [9, 22, 23].)
Connection between the integral and dierential forms of the optimality equation was under-
lined in [7, 11, 23]. But it seems that the formal rigorous equivalence of such representations, as
established in Theorem 2, is proved here for the rst time for a general Borel space X and both for
discounted and undiscounted cases. As explained in Conclusion, one can easily generalize Theorem
2 for PDMP.
5 Impulse Control of SIR Epidemic
In this section, we illustrate all the theoretical issues on a meaningful example having its own
interest.
In the following proposition, we enlist all the conditions, which appeared in the previous sec-
tions, needed for the study of the model stated below.
Proposition 5. Suppose Conditions 1, 2 and 4 are satised. Assume that a lower semicontinuous
bounded function V : X! R0+ is such that
 equation (15) is valid;
 Conditions 7, 8 and 9 are satised;
 inequality R
(0;1) V ((x; t))dt <1 holds true for all x 2 X;
 limi!1Ex0 [V (Xi)] = 0 for all strategies  and for all x0 2 X.
Then
 V = V and
 the strategy ('; 'a), such that '(x) = inff : (x; ) 2 Lg, where the set L is dened in
(16), and 'a satises equality C
I(x; 'a(x))+V (l(x; '

a(x))) V (x) = 0, is uniformly optimal,
provided that the both maps ' and '

a are measurable.
To formulate our Susceptible{Infected{Recovered (SIR) model of epidemics, we use functions
t 7! x1(t), t 7! x2(t) and t 7! x3(t), where x1 : R0+ ! R0+ denotes the dynamics of the susceptible
population, x2 : R0+ ! R0+ the dynamics of the infective population and x3 : R0+ ! R0+ the
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dynamics of the removed population (recovered or dead). Following [3, 6, 13, 21], the progress of
infection is described by the following initial value problem:8>>>>><>>>>>:
_x1(t) =   x
1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
;
_x2(t) = 
x1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
  x2(t);
_x3(t) = x2(t);
x1(0) = x10; x
2(0) = x20; x
3(0) = 0;
(28)
for some given constant parameters ;  2 R+ and initial data x10; x20 2 R0+. If x10 = x20 = 0 then
x1(t)  x2(t)  0. Problem (28) has a unique solution, obtained in the closed form in [3, 13].
Explicit (non-impulse) optimal control policies for (28) are available in the literature: optimal
isolation/treatment of infective individuals has been studied in [6] while the case of immuniza-
tion/vaccination is investigated in [21]. Here we formulate and explicitly solve an optimal control
problem with isolation/treatment impulses.
5.1 Optimal Control Problem
Suppose there are no impulses.
We begin by noting that in (28) one has _x1(t) + _x2(t) + _x3(t) = 0 for any t, so that the total
population is constant along time: x1(t) + x2(t) + x3(t) is a xed constant x10 + x
2
0 2 R+. For
this reason, x3(t) = x10 + x
2
0   x1(t)   x2(t) and it is sucient to restrict ourselves to dierential
equations 8>><>>:
_x1(t) =   x
1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
;
_x2(t) = 
x1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
  x2(t);
x1(0) = x10; x
2(0) = x20;
(29)
which dene the ow .
Since there is no immigration (and no births) and isolation leads to the decrease of x2, the
whole state space is the triangle
X = fx1  0; x2  0; x1 + x2 < Ng
with the topology induced from R2; it is convenient to take N > x10 + x20, so that there are no
singular points in X. The gradual cost rate is the infection rate
Cg(x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
; Cg(0; 0) = 0; (30)
which, after integration along the ow, results in the total number of new infectives. Here and
below, usually the brackets of the argument of a function of x = (x1; x2) are omitted.
At any moment, the decision maker can isolate all infectives, so that A = f1g is a singleton.
The cost of an impulse equals
CI(x1; x2; a) = cx2; (31)
where c > 0 is a given constant. The new state after the impulse equals
l(x1; x2; a) = (x1; 0): (32)
If x20 = 0 then there are no individuals who can cause infection and, therefore, the susceptible
population will remain constant forever: x1(t)  x10. Thus
Y = f(x1; x2) 2 X : x2 = 0g
is the "cemetery" subset.
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Remark 6. Quite formally, in the states (x1; x2) 2 Y, one can still apply impulses leading to no
cost and no change of the state. But actually, the controlled process is nished as soon as the state
belongs to Y.
Note also that Z
(0;+1)
Cg(((x10; x
2
0); u))du  x10 < N <+1; (33)
meaning that the Bellman function V is bounded on the bounded domain X.
One can easily check that Conditions 1,2,3 and 4 are satised.
To solve the optimal control problem, we investigate the dierential form of the Bellman equa-
tion (15) which is equivalent to (5) by Theorem 2. As was mentioned in Remark 3, under certain
conditions which are satised in our example,
FV+ (x1; x2) = FV (x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
+
@V
@x1

  x
1x2
x1 + x2

+
@V
@x2


x1x2
x1 + x2
  x2

: (34)
In the future, we will need the following explicit expressions dening the ow (x1; x2) at
x1; x2 > 0 coming from the dierential equation (29) (see [13, 21]):
if  6= ; then
x1(t) = x10

1 +
x20
x10
 
 

1 +
x20
x10
e( )t
 
 
;
x2(t) = x20

1 +
x20
x10
 
 
e( )t
1 +
x20
x10
e( )t
 
 
;
if  = ; then
x1(t) = x10e
  x
2
0t
x10+x
2
0 ; x2(t) = x20e
  x
2
0t
x10+x
2
0 :
9>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>;
(35)
From these expressions, it is clear that
x2(t)
x1(t)
=
x20
x10
e( )t (36)
and, for all t  0, x1(t); x2(t) > 0, if x10; x20 > 0.
Below, we summarise general properties of the epidemic model under study.
 The Bellman function V is bounded and Condition 4 is satised because of inequality (33).
 Conditions 1 and 2 are satised.
 If V is a bounded lower semicontinuous function satisfying equation (5), then V (0; x2) =
V (x1; 0) = 0 for all x1; x2 2 R0+. As a result, for all strategies , for all (x10; x20) 2 X,
E
(x10;x
2
0)
[V (X1)] = 0 because either X
2
1 = 0 (if 1 < 1) and all the further values of
the second component equal zero, or the next state is X1 =  (if 1 = 1). Hence,
limi!1Ex0 [V (Xi)] = 0 for all strategies  and for all x0 2 X.
 According to Remark 2, the Bellman equation (5) has a unique bounded lower semicontinuous
solution V = V.
 If function V : X ! R is such that V (x1; 0) = V (0; x2) = 0 then, for x1 = 0 or x2 = 0,
equalities
FV+ (x1; x2) = FV (x1; x2) = 0
and
inf
a2A
[CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2)] = cx2
are valid. Thus, equations (15) hold: case (a) is x2 > 0 and x1 = 0 and case (b) if x2 = 0.
All the conditions 7, 8 and 9 are trivially satised if x1 = 0 or x2 = 0.
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The points of the form (x1; 0) belong to L. Formally speaking, if x2 = 0 one has to apply the
simultaneous innite sequence of impulses, each of them having no eect: see Remark 6. At the
states (0; x2 > 0), no impulses are needed: the number of infectives x2 decreases to zero resulting
in no cost.
We have seen that the ow (x; t) is continuous. We will see in all the three cases investigated
in the further subsections that the function V to be dened below is continuous on X\ (R+)2 and
the corresponding set L is closed. It follows that conditions 7, 8 and 9 are satised.
5.2 Solution in the Case   
In this subsection, we show that the continuous function
V (x1; x2) =
(
cx2; if x2  x1c ; x1  0; x2  0;
x1; if x2 > x
1
c ; x
1  0; x2 > 0
satises all the requirements of Proposition 5.
Firstly, let us show that the integral
R
(0;+1) V ((x
1
0; x
2
0; t))dt is nite for all x
1
0; x
2
0 > 0.
If x20 >
x10
c , then
x2(t) >
x1(t)
c
for all t > 0
because of (36). Therefore, for such initial values (x10; x
2
0),Z
(0;+1)
V ((x10; x
2
0; t))dt =
Z
(0;+1)
x1(t)dt:
According to (36),
x1(t) = x2(t)
x10
x20
e ( )t:
Since function x2(t) is uniformly bounded, in case  > , the integral
R
(0;+1) V ((x
1
0; x
2
0; t))dt is
nite. If  = , its niteness follows directly from (35).
In case x20  x
1
0
c and  > , again using (36), we see that x
2(t) = x
1(t)
c at t
 = ln(x
1
0) ln(x20c)
  <1 and Z
(0;+1)
V ((x10; x
2
0; t))dt =
Z
(0;t]
cx2(t)dt+
Z
(t;+1)
x1(t)dt <1:
If x20  x
1
0
c and  = , then x
2(t)  x1(t)c for all t  0 and
Z
(0;+1)
V ((x10; x
2
0; t))dt <1 by (35).
The closed set L dened in (16) has the form
L = (x1; x2) 2 X \ (R0+)2 : x2  x1c 	:
Now show that equation (15) is valid.
If (x1; x2) 2 L then
FV (x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
+
@V
@x2


x1x2
x1 + x2
  x2

=
x2
x1 + x2

(1 + c)x1   c(x1 + x2) :
On the boundary x2 = x
1
c , the expression
@V
@x2 means the left derivative, and the right derivative
@V
@x1 = 0. Since x
2  x1c , we conclude that
FV (x1; x2) 
x1x2
x1 + x2
[(1 + c)  (c+ 1)] = x
1x2
x1 + x2
(   )(c+ 1)  0;
so that equality (15), case (b), is satised.
The cases x1 = 0 or x2 = 0 were considered in Subsection 5.1.
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If (x1; x2) =2 L and (x1; x2) 2 (R+)2 then
inf
a2A
[CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2)] > 0
and
FV+ (x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
+
@V
@x1

  x
1x2
x1 + x2

= 0;
so that equality (15), case (a), is satised.
According to Proposition 5, the stationary strategy
'(x
1; x2) =
(
1; if (x1; x2) =2 L () x2 > x1c ;
0; if (x1; x2) 2 L () x2  x1c ;
'a(x
1; x2) = 1
is uniformly optimal. The straight line x2 = x
1
c is a dispersal line.
For (x1; x2) 2 (R+)2, it is reasonable to rewrite expression (x1; x2) 2 L as
f(x1; x2) 2 (R+)2 : x1  cx2g;
to understand better the meaning of the optimal strategy. The goal of the control is to save
susceptibles from being infected, but the cost of isolation is cx2. Thus, isolation is reasonable only
when there are many susceptibles to be saved: x1  cx2 because otherwise the cost of isolation,
cx2, is bigger than the prot for saving susceptibles (i.e., x1).
The optimal strategy is shown in Figures 1 and 2. If the initial state (x10; x
2
0) is below the
line x2 = x
1
c (shown in bold) then the impulse should be applied (dashed line). If, otherwise, the
initial state is above the line x2 = x
1
c then no impulse is needed and the system evolves according
to equations (35) (solid curves). If  = , then the critical line x2 = x
1
c is the trajectory of
the dynamical system (35). It is equally optimal to move along this line or to apply the impulse
immediately or at any further time.
5.3 Solution in the Case  < 
5.3.1 Case c   
In this subsection, we show that the function
V (x1; x2) = x1   x1

1 +
x2
x1
   
; (x1; x2) 2 (R+)2
satises all the requirements of Proposition 5. According to Subsection 5.1, V (x1; x2) = 0 if x1 = 0
or x2 = 0. Firstly, let us show that the integral
R
(0;+1) V ((x
1
0; x
2
0; t))dt is nite for all x
1
0; x
2
0 > 0.
According to (36) and keeping in mind that x1(t)  x10, it is sucient to prove that the integral
I =
Z
(0;+1)
"
1 

1 +
x20
x10
e ( )t
    #
dt
is nite. This is a simple consequence of the fact that the integrand is O(e ( )t) as t!1.
In the case under consideration, L = Y = f(x1; x2) : x2 = 0g is closed. The value x2 = 0 is
not reachable in nite time from initial conditions (x1; x2 > 0).
It remains to check equation (15) for the presented function V . Namely, we will show that
the version (a) is valid. The cases x1 = 0 or x2 = 0 were considered in Subsection 5.1. For
(x1; x2) 2 (R+)2, according to (34), equality FV+ (x1; x2) = 0 can be checked straightforwardly.
Finally, for (x1; x2) 2 (R+)2,
inf
a2A
[CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2)] = cx2   x1 + x1

1 +
x2
x1
   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Figure 1: Susceptible{Infected dynamics under optimal control with c = 5,  = 4 and  = 3.
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Figure 2: Susceptible{Infected dynamics under optimal control with c = 5,  = 4 and  = 4.
 x1
"
1 +
x2
x1
   
 

1  
   
x2
x1
#
> 0:
According to Proposition 5, the stationary strategy
'(x
1; x2) =
 1; if (x1; x2) =2 L () x2 > 0;
0; if (x1; x2) 2 L () x2 = 0; '

a(x
1; x2) = 1
is uniformly optimal.
When x2 > 0, isolation is not reasonable as its cost c    is too high. When x2 = 0, the
epidemic is actually terminated, although the formal solution prescribes isolation of zero infectives
for zero cost, without any real eect.
The optimal strategy in this case for the values c = 5,  = 3 and  = 4 is shown in Figure 3.
No impulses are needed here, and the system evolves according to equations (35).
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Figure 3: Susceptible{Infected dynamics with c = 5,  = 3 and  = 4.
5.3.2 Case c <  
In this subsection, we show that the continuous function
V (x1; x2) =
8>><>>:
cx2; if x2  +c cc x1;
x1
241  c1+ x2x1 +c  

 
(1 + c)  
35 ; if x2 > +c cc x1
satises all the requirements of Proposition 5.
Firstly, let us show that the integral
R
(0;+1) V ((x
1
0; x
2
0; t))dt is nite for all x
1
0; x
2
0 > 0. Indeed,
if
x20
x10
 +c cc , then, by (36),Z
(0;+1)
V ((x10; x
2
0; t))dt = c
Z
(0;+1)
x1(t)

x20
x10
e ( )t

dt <1
because the function x1(t)  x10 is bounded. If x
2
0
x10
> +c cc , then
x2(t)
x1(t) =
+c c
c at the nite
time moment
t = (x1; x2) =
1
    ln
cx20
x10( + c  c)
> 0;
the integral
R
(0;t] V ((x
1
0; x
2
0; t))dt is nite, and on the interval (t
;+1) the previous reasoning
applies.
Let us check that the set L dened in (16) has the form
L = f(x1; x2) 2 X \ (R0+)2 : x2 
 + c  c
c
 x1g;
and therefore is closed.
The case when x1 = 0 or x2 = 0 was considered in Subsection 5.1.
If 0 < x2  +c cc  x1, then
CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2) = cx2 + V (x1; 0)  cx2 = 0;
so that (x1; x2) 2 L. Remember, a = 1 2 A is the unique action.
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If x2 > +c cc  x1 > 0, then
CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2) = x1

x2
x1

;
where function
(w) = cw   1 +

c (1 + w)
 + c
   
(1 + c)
   

is strictly convex. When w = +c cc ,


 + c  c
c

=
d
dw

 + c  c
c

= 0:
Thus, (w) > 0 for w > +c cc , and therefore,
CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2) > 0
if x2 > +c cc  x1  0, and (x1; x2) =2 L: the case x1 = 0 is not excluded, as well.
Now show that equation (15) is valid.
If (x1; x2) =2 L and (x1; x2) 2 (R+)2 then we already know that
CI(x1; x2; a) + V (l(x1; x2; a))  V (x1; x2) > 0:
Equality
FV+ (x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
+
@V
@x1

  x
1x2
x1 + x2

+
@V
@x2


x1x2
x1 + x2
  x2

= 0 (37)
in the area x2 > +c cc  x1 > 0 can be checked by the direct substitution. Equation (15), case
(a), is valid.
The cases x1 = 0 or x2 = 0 were considered in Subsection 5.1.
If x1 > c+c c x
2 > 0, then
FV (x1; x2) = 
x1x2
x1 + x2
+
@V
@x2


x1x2
x1 + x2
  x2

=
x2
x1 + x2

(1 + c)x1   c(x1 + x2)
 x
2
x1 + x2

( + c  c) x
2c
 + c  c   cx
2

= 0:
On the boundary x2 = +c cc  x1, we need to consider the left derivative @V@x1 and the right
derivative @V@x2 . As a result, FV (x1; x2) = 0 similarly to (37). Equation (15), case (b), is valid.
According to Proposition 5, the stationary strategy
'(x
1; x2) =
(
1; if (x1; x2) =2 L () x2 > +c cc  x1;
0; if (x1; x2) 2 L () x2  +c cc  x1;
'a(x
1; x2) = 1
is uniformly optimal. The straight line x2 = +c cc  x1 is a switching line.
Like in the case   , isolation of infectives is reasonable only when there are suciently many
susceptibles to be saved: x1  c+c c x2.
In this case we take c = 3=2,  = 3 and  = 4; see Figure 4. If the initial state (x10; x
2
0) lies
below the line x2 = +c cc x1 (shown in bold) then the impulse should be applied (dashed line).
If the initial state lies above this line then initially no action is needed and the system evolves
according to equations (35) (solid curves) up to the moment when x2(t) = +c cc  x1(t) when
the impulse should be applied.
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Figure 4: Susceptible{Infected dynamics under optimal control with c = 3=2,  = 3 and  = 4.
5.4 Discussion
The threshold nature of the optimal isolation strategy for other epidemic models with similar cost
functions was established in [1, 18]: intervene only if the current number of infectives is below a
certain value. Moreover, it was shown that the intervention must be global, i.e., it is better to
isolate all infectives at once.
It is interesting to compare the impulse control problem from Subsection 5.1 with its gradual
control analogue investigated in [6]. Instead of impulses, dynamic control u(t) 2 [0; U ] appears in
the second equation of (29):
_x2(t) = 
x1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
  x2(t)  u(t)x2(t):
Objective functional in [6]
V(x10; x20; u) =
Z
(0;1)


x1(t)x2(t)
x1(t) + x2(t)
+ cu(t)x2(t)

dt! inf
u
has the same meaning as in the current paper: combination of the total number of the new infectives
and the total cost of isolation with the weight coecient c > 0. Intuitively, the impulse isolation
at time moment t means that u(t)!1. Thus, look at the optimal strategy obtained in [6] when
U !1.
 If    then one has to apply the maximal rate of isolation U as soon as x2  (U)x1,
where
(U) =

 + U + cU
cU
 +U 
+U
  1;
and the straight line x2 = (U)x1 is a dispersal line. When U !1,
lim
U!1
(U) =
1 + c
c
  1 = 1
c
;
and we nish with exactly the optimal impulse strategy presented in Subsection 5.2.
 If  <  and c    then, both in [6] and in Subsubsection 5.3.1, it is optimal not to
immunize at all.
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 If  <  and c <   then one has to apply the maximal rate of isolation U as soon as
x2  (U)x1, where
(U) =

( + U + cU)
c( + U   )
 +U 
+U
  1;
and the straight line x2 = (U)x1 is a switching line. When U !1,
lim
U!1
(U) =
(1 + c)
c
  1 =  + c  c
c
;
and we nish with exactly the optimal impulse strategy presented in Subsection 5.3.2.
There are many other sensible optimal control problems in mathematical epidemiology. For
example, one can consider immunization of susceptibles. Such problem for the model (29) was
solved in [21], but again in the framework of gradual dynamic control, where the term  u(t)x1(t)
appears in the rst equation of (29). No doubt, the impulse version of immunization can also be
tackled using the methods developed in the current paper.
6 Conclusion
Application of the MDP methods to the purely deterministic optimal impulse control problem
results in the integral optimality equation. After that, a formal analytical proof shows that the
integral and dierential forms are equivalent. All the theory is illustrated by a meaningful example
on the SIR epidemic.
Note that Theorem 2 remains also valid in the case when the underlying process is a Piecewise
Deterministic Markov Process. To be specic, consider the discounted version of the positive model
with the state space Y = Rd, the uncontrolled ow, and the uncontrolled xed jumps intensity .
Under the mild relevant conditions, the integral equation (14) was obtained in [7, 8, 9, 11, 22]; it
has the form
VY(y) = inf
2R0+
(Z
(0;]
e u

CgY(Y(y; u)) + 
Z
Y
VY(z)Q(dzjY(y; u))  VY(Y(y; u))

du
+ If < +1ge  inf
a2A
fCIY(Y(y; ); a) + VY(lY(Y(y; ); ))g
)
; (38)
where Q is the stochastic kernel describing the distribution after the spontaneous (natural) jumps
with intensity  > 0. Here, we follow the notations introduced for the discounted model in Section
3, which also appeared in Subsection 4.2.
Suppose a measurable along the ow function VY : Y ! R is the minimal positive solution
to equation (38) and satises the corresponding discounted version of Condition 6. One can show
that, if CgY(y)  K < 1, then the integral
R
(0;+1) e
 tVY(Y(y; t))dt is nite for all y 2 Y.
Denote
D(y)
4
= 
Z
Y
VY(z)Q(dzjy)  VY(y)

:
Then, by Theorem 2, VY(y) satises the discounted version of the dierential equation (15) with
CgY(y) being replaced by C
g
Y(y)+D(y). Similarly, one can show that the dierential equation (15)
and Conditions 7-9 imply the integral equation (38) and Condition 6.
To summarize, the current paper can be a starting point for the rigorous investigation of
dierent types of the optimality equation for impulsively controlled PDMP.
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7 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 1.
The function V () is lower semicontinuous by Theorem 1. Then the function G() is lower
semicontinuous, as seen in the proof of Theorem 1. By Proposition 7.32 of [4], for each x 2 X,
infa2AG(x; ; a) denes a lower semicontinuous function on R0+, and thus (x) is closed and thus
compact in R0+. The nonemptyness of (x) is by Theorem 1.
By Proposition D.5 of [14], infa2AG(x; ; a) denes a measurable function on X  R0+: Then
the graph of the multifunction (), given by f(x; ) 2 X  R0+ : infa2AG(x; ; a) = V (x)g, is
measurable and hence the multifunction () is Borel-measurable by Proposition D.4 of [14]. By
Proposition D.5 of [14], (x) = inf2(x)  denes a measurable function on X: 2
Proof of Proposition 2.
According to Theorem 1 and inequalities 0  V(x)  K, it is sucient to show only the
uniqueness, namely, we will show that if V is a bounded lower semicontinuous solution to (5), then
V = V.
Consider the obvious formula
V(x0; ) = V (x0) + lim
N!1
NX
i=1
Ex0

~C(Xi 1; (i; Ai))
+
Z
X
V (y)Q(dyjXi 1; (i; Ai))  V (Xi 1)

  lim
N!1
Ex0 [V (XN )] (39)
valid for each strategy  such that
V(x0; )  K: (40)
Note that, for such strategies,
Ex0 [Tstop] =
1X
i=1
Px0(Tstop  i) 
K

;
so that limN!1 Px0(Tstop  N) = 0 and
lim
N!1
Ex0 [V (XN )]  sup
x2X
V (x) lim
N!1
Px0(Tstop  N) = 0:
Now the stationary deterministic strategy ('; '

a), providing the inmum in (5), is uniformly
optimal and
V(x0) = inf

V(x0; ) = V(x0; ('; 'a)) = V (x0)
because all the other strategies except for those satisfying (40) cannot give smaller value for
V(x0; ). 2
Proof of Proposition 3.
It suces to prove that for all c > 0 the function g(s)
4
= h(s)+cs is nondecreasing on [0; t]\R0+.
Note that for any s 2 (0; t) there exists " = "s such that
(i) either g(s) < g() for all  2 (s; s+ "),
(ii) or g() < g(s) for all  2 (s  "; s).
Suppose that g(s1) > g(s2) for some 0  s1 < s2  t. Our aim is to come to a contradiction.
Take y 2 (g(s2); g(s1)) and take s = inf A, where A = fs 2 [s1; s2] : g(s) < yg. Note that A
contains s2, and therefore is nonempty.
If s = s1, then on each interval [s1; s1 + ] there are points from A, so that
lims!s+1 g(s)  y < g(s1);
in contradiction with the right lower semicontinuity of g at s1.
If s = s2, we have
g(s2) < y  lims!s 2 g(s)  lims!s 2 g(s);
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in contradiction with the left upper semicontinuity of g at s2.
It follows that s1 < s < s2.
For all s 2 [s1; s) we have g(s)  y, therefore
y  lims!s  g(s)  lims!s  g(s)  g(s) (41)
because g is left upper semicontinuous at s. On the other hand, there exists a sequence fskg  A
converging to s. If at least one term of this sequence coincides with s then g(s) < y. If,
otherwise, no terms of the sequence coincide with s then all sk > s and, for all k, g(sk) < y.
Since g is right lower semicontinuous at s,
g(s)  lims!s+ g(s)  limk!1 g(sk)  y: (42)
It follows from (41) and (42) that g(s) = y, and both conditions (i), (ii) are violated for s: for
all s 2 [s1; s], g(s)  g(s) and in each right neighbourhood of s there are points s 2 A such that
g(s) > g(s). 2
Proof of Proposition 4.
One easily sees that h is continuous on [0; t]. Both h and h satisfy the conditions of Proposition
3, therefore both h and  h are nondecreasing. It follows that h is constant. 2
Proof of Proposition 5. Condition 3 follows from Condition 4. According to Theorem 2, the
bounded lower semicontinuous non-negative function V satises the Bellman equation (5). The
function V is bounded because of Conditions 1 and 4. According to Remark 2, the Bellman
equation cannot have another bounded lower semicontinuous solution. Therefore, V = V is the
minimal R0+-valued solution to equation (5) and the strategy ('; 'a) is uniformly optimal by
Theorem 1. 2
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